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Abstract—Automatic affect analysis and understanding has become a well established research area in the last two decades. However, little attention has been paid to the analysis of the affect expressed in group settings, either in the form of affect expressed by the whole group collectively or affect expressed by each individual member of the group. When it comes to group settings, in addition to affect, analysis of group dynamics is also important for understanding groups, such as group membership, which has an important effect on trustworthiness and cooperation among group members. This PhD project focuses on affect and social dynamic analysis in group settings.

I. INTRODUCTION

Computational analysis and understanding of groups has been gaining momentum in recent years [1], [2]. The main focus has been on group activity recognition [3], [4] and recognition of the social role of individuals in group settings [5], [6]. However, more recently, other research fields, including emotion recognition, have started to shift their focus from individual to group settings [7], [8].

Emotion communication is an important way through which humans interact socially. Training a system capable of automatically recognizing emotions displayed by humans will advance Human-Computer Interaction further. Therefore, automatic affect analysis has attracted increasing attention and has seen much progress in recent years [9]. However, little attention has been paid to the analysis of the affect expressed by a group of people in a scene or in an interaction setting. From the social psychological perspective, the affect of each individual is influenced by the overall group [10]. From the automatic analysis perspective, Leite et al. [11] reported that individual disengagement could be modelled differently in individual and group settings; and their results indicated that more diverse types of disengagement behaviours were shown in group settings than in individual settings. Therefore, on one hand, it would be interesting to study the individual affect expressed in a group setting. However, to the best of our knowledge, most of the existing works on affect analysis in group settings focus on the automatic recognition of collective group-level emotions in static images [12], [8]; and little attention has been paid to the automatic affect analysis of each individual member in a group setting. On the other hand, human behaviours are largely dependent on social context [11], [13]. Specifically, the way humans behave alone is different from the way humans behave in a group setting. Consequently, being alone versus being in-a-group setting may affect the performance and the effectiveness of the automatic analysers that heavily depend on the type of data utilised for training. Pioneering works in this direction have recently emerged in disengagement analysis [11] - the individual disengagement studied in different types of settings (i.e., individual vs. group human-robot interactions). However, little attention has been paid to these diverse settings in the affective computing community.

In addition, research works focusing on the analysis of social dimensions, such as engagement and rapport in group settings have also been introduced [11], [14]. Most of the aforementioned works analyse what is happening within the group. However, there are no works focusing on automatic analysis of the relationship between the members of different groups (e.g., group membership recognition). Group membership recognition refers to recognizing which group each individual belongs to. From a social-psychology perspective, group membership is reported to have an important effect on the trustworthiness and cooperation of group members [15], [16]. Therefore, it would be interesting to investigate automatic recognition of group membership.

II. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

Automatic analysis and understandings of affect and social dimensions is an active field of research with applications in the field of human-robot interaction, information retrieval, medical diagnosis and so on. The main goal of this research aims to enable the machines to detect and understand people’s attitudes, mood and emotions in multi-user environment and to advance human-robot interactions. Most of the previous works focus on the analysis in individual settings with only one single person in an image or a video. However, it is now understood that the degree of variation and effect between individual and group settings is significant (e.g., differences in facial and body behaviours, timing and dynamics) [17], [10], [8]. Therefore, in the past few years, a few works shift to affect analysis in group settings [12], [7], [8]. For automatic analysis in group videos, there are still a multiple problems unaddressed. Previous works, on one hand, all focus on static images rather than dynamic videos, but dynamic videos naturally enable the use of temporal as well as spatial information which are very informative for recognizing human affect and group dynamics. On the other hand, all of the previous works did group-level affect analysis, but did not provide any analysis of the individuals in the group. This PhD project aims at developing algorithms, techniques and applications for affect and dynamics analysis in group videos.
III. Challenges

To transfer the current affect analysis algorithms to work on data in the group settings, there are several challenges. On one hand, as there are multiple people in the scene or in an interaction, compared to individual settings, there are problems with occlusions, head and body pose variations, illumination variations and interaction taking place between various number of people. The existing methodologies in the field of affective computing mainly focus on extracting generic visual features such as brightness, lighting key and color energy from faces. However, in group settings, due to occlusions, variations in pose and settings, facial information alone are not sufficient for analysing the affect and dynamics. Body and gesture information is of significant importance in affective analysis in group settings. On the other hand, in group setting, the affective states of each individual are not only influenced by the physical environment, but also affected by the other group members and the whole group. Thus, it makes the analysis in group settings more complex. In addition to the affect analysis, in group settings, group dynamics within the whole group or among part of the group members, such as behavioural mimicry and emotional contagion, makes analysis in group settings more challenging than that in individual settings.

IV. Data Collection and Annotation

Two datasets are used in the below works, namely the individual dataset and group dataset. They were collected by another PhD student in our group. Sixteen participants (8 females and 8 males), aged between 25 and 38 were recorded while watching affective movies. Each participant was recorded in both individual and group settings. For the individual dataset, each participant watched sixteen short movies separately. For the group dataset, the participants were arranged into four groups with four participants in each group, watching four long movies together. In order to maximize interactions, groups were formed to include people that knew each other, being friends, colleagues, or people with similar cultural background. Videos were recorded at 1280×720 resolution, 25fps. The setup for these two settings is shown in Fig. 1.

Annotation: Independent observer annotations were obtained from external human labellers who are all researchers working on affect analysis. An in-house emotion annotation tool, that requires the labellers to scroll a bar between a range of values (0 and 1), was used. Individual (short) videos were divided into 10-second clips. All clips were annotated except the first and last 10s of each video. For the group (long) videos, 10-second clips were annotated for every 2 minutes starting from the first minute, e.g., the interval for 00:50~1:00 min, 2:50~3:00 min etc. Each labeller was presented with that 10-second clip of each participant separately and was asked to observe the non-verbal behaviours without hearing any audio. A single annotation was given by each labeller after watching one 10-second clip. In order to avoid confusion, arousal and valence annotations were obtained separately.

Analysis of Annotations. As there are three labellers annotating the group videos, the inter-labeller agreement is assessed. Cronbach’s $\alpha$ [18] and Fleiss’ Kappa [19] statistic, widely used in literature, were computed. The Cronbach’s $\alpha$ was calculated directly from the continuous annotations. As Fleiss’ Kappa can only be used for the categorical ratings, prior to computing the Fleiss’ Kappa, both arousal and valence annotations were first quantised into two classes using the average of all of the annotations as thresholds (i.e., 0.4 for arousal and 0.5 for valence). In this way, arousal is quantised into high and low and valence is quantised into positive and negative. After the first annotation round, the Cronbach’s $\alpha$ was computed for each subject and the average of all subjects. The displays of subjects with Cronbach’s $\alpha$ below the average were reannotated through discussions, and each labeller’s annotation was subsequently normalised using Equation 1, where $X = [x_1, x_2, x_3, ..., x_n]$ refers to all annotations from one labeller, and $n$ is the number of the 10-second recordings.

$$z_i = \frac{x_i - \min(X)}{\max(X) - \min(X)}$$ (1)

After the re-annotation and normalization, we obtained 0.95 for arousal and 0.85 for valence with Cronbach’s $\alpha$, and 0.73 for arousal and 0.75 for valence with Fleiss’ Kappa, which indicates a very strong inter-labeller reliability.

The average of annotations from all labellers was calculated and used as thresholds (i.e., 0.5 for both arousal and valence in individual dataset, and 0.4 for arousal and 0.5 for valence in group dataset) to quantize the arousal and valence annotations into two classes – high and low arousal and positive and negative valence.

V. Proposed Methods

A. Individual Affect Analysis in Group Videos

In [20], a framework was proposed for the prediction of individual emotions and group membership in group videos by multimodal analysis of face and body features. The proposed framework is illustrated in Fig. 2. It aims to investigate the individual affect responses when the participants are watching long-term videos (i.e., 14-24 mins) in group settings. For representing faces, both geometric and appearance features are utilised. Facial landmark trajectories are used as geometric features. In order to encode both spatial and temporal information, a novel volume based Quantised Local Zernike Moment(QLZM) was proposed as facial appearance features.
feature, which is extracted along facial landmark trajectories and illustrated in Figure 3. For representing bodies, dense trajectories are first extracted and then Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) and Histograms of Optical Flow (HOF) descriptors are extracted along the trajectories. Prior to being fed to the classifier and regressor, all of the descriptors are encoded into Fisher Vector (FV) representations. Multiple experiments are carried out to investigate the subject-dependent and subject-independent affect classification and regression using unimodal and multi-modal visual signals. It is found that the proposed volume based VLZM outperformed the other unimodal features.

B. Affect Analysis across Individual and Group Videos

A framework was proposed for the prediction of individual valence and arousal in both individual and group videos by using spatio-temporal facial features in [21]. The framework is illustrated in Fig. 4. Our goal is to investigate whether and how affect recognition differs when training a model using the expressive data of individuals when they are alone versus when they are in a group setting. More specifically, how do the data for the same individual acquired in different settings influence affect recognition? Is it possible to obtain a similar performance on group data using a model trained with individual data and vice versa? To this end, three different classification models were trained, including one model trained with data from the individual dataset (i.e., Individual Model), one model trained with data from the group dataset (i.e., Group Model) and a third model trained with data from both the individual and the group datasets (i.e., Combined Model). When training the different models, we use the same feature representation, i.e., facial spatio-temporal representations. Multiple experiments were carried out to investigate the performance of different models on different types of data. The experimental results show that (1) the affect model trained with group data performs better on individual test data than the model trained with individual data tested on group data, indicating that facial behaviours expressed in a group setting capture more variation than in an individual setting; and (2) the combined model does not show better performance than the act model trained with a specific type of data (i.e., individual or group), but proves a good compromise.

C. Group Membership Recognition

Group membership here refers to recognition which group of each individual is part of. In [22], we propose a novel solution to the group membership recognition problem. We introduce a novel two-phase Support Vector Machine (SVM) based specific recognition model that is learned using an optimized generic recognition model. More specifically, the data at hand consists of recordings (videos) of different groups watching different movies. Previous work [20] focused on group membership recognition across all different videos, which in our two-phase framework is referred to as the generic recognition model. However, we note that group members behave distinctly while watching different movies, which limits the performance of the generic recognition model. If we attempt to solve the membership recognition problem with an independent recognition model using only samples from the same video, it also becomes very challenging due to the small number of samples available from each video. When group members are watching different movies, they may react differently, however, they are still part of the same setting performing the same task (i.e., sitting in front of the screen watching movies), which enables them to share some common behavioural characteristics. Therefore, we hypothesise that the generic recognition model can provide a useful baseline for the optimization of the specific recognition model via a two-phase learning. In order to optimize the specific recognition model, we first train a generic recognition model using all videos and, then, optimize the specific recognition model for each specific video based on the optimization results obtained from the generic recognition model. The group membership recognition results obtained through this framework show that the proposed specific recognition model outperforms both the generic recognition model that was trained across all videos using standard linear SVM, and the independent recognition model that was trained directly on each video using standard linear SVM.

The framework of the specific group membership recognition model is illustrated in Figure 5 and the independent recognition model is shown in Figure 6.

VI. RESEARCH PROGRESS

In the first six months of my PhD, I did a thorough literature review on affect and group dynamics analysis. Then the data was pre-processed and annotated along both arousal and valence. In the second year affect analysis in group videos and affect analysis across individual and group videos were explored. Group membership recognition was
investigated using a two-phase learning model in the third year. Then the two-phase learning model will be investigated further. We will use more data for training / testing and will also apply it to other recognition problems. After that we will have emotional contagion analysis in group videos. Thesis writing will be undertaken in the first half of the fourth year.
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